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Abstract—Recent developments in radio access technologies are radically changing the management of the spectrum, progressing from exclusive licensing with static conditions towards more flexible licensing schemes which allow dynamic spectrum assignment. In this context, spectrum transactions between participating actors should generate mutual benefits. However, the fact that spectrum sharing increases the interference between users requires a clear definition of this interference and any associated mutual benefits. This paper proposes a contract structure between a primary and a secondary operator, which considers different service requirements in the context of spectrum transactions. The simulated contracts and transactions suggest that (i) the optimal level of interference is usually positive, and (ii) given a spectrum size, an increase in the demand results in additional gains in a scheme which allows voluntary transactions with respect to a scheme, which do not allow or minimize the interference.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spectrum management has been raised as one of the main challenges of nowadays mobile communications, especially in the context of constant evolution. Latest development in Radio Access Technologies (RAT) enables to assign spectrum licences with more flexible conditions. However, spectrum holders (i.e. mobile operators) usually have not been enthusiastic in supporting spectrum sharing1. Thus, understanding the incentives of the spectrum holder will play an important role when implementing new spectrum regimes.

During last years, governments performing spectrum auctions have achieved very different outcomes. Given this, the possibility of sharing spectrum more dynamically has been suggested as a means to achieve more accurate valuations. Since agents valuate spectrum differently, spectrum transactions should generate gains. A spectrum market has the role of matching supply with demand to reach an optimal spectrum allocation. Nevertheless, a secondary usage of the spectrum generates interference to the primary users, and therefore transactions need to consider this negative externality. Thus, the ability of measuring interference will determine how prices can internalize it.

1 In this paper, spectrum sharing refers to the technology enabling different type of users to co-exist in a frequency band. Spectrum trading refers to the monetary value paid in exchange for accessing this frequency band.

The literature presents two opposing market types namely, reservation and spot markets. While a reservation market is static and performed through long term contracts, a spot market is much more dynamic and user driven, usually based on real-time retail pricing. From this perspective, spectrum trading may evolve towards a spot market along with the development of the technology. Analogically, in energy markets the fluctuations of different sources of energy, especially in the case of renewable energy sources, limits the benefits of market based mechanisms [1]. Spot markets seem to fit better for a low-risk scenario with low fluctuations. These markets have been widely investigated in the literature, for example by [2], [3] and [4]. A study on the impact of reservation markets can be found in [5].

Several new spectrum regimes have been proposed to incentivize sharing. Licensed Shared Access (LSA) is a licensing regime, which permits the spectrum holder leasing its spectrum to additional users with a guaranteed quality of service, through a legal contract providing certainty and financial compensation [6]. Light licensing [7] provides a collective access of the spectrum, assuring a certain quality of service by requesting a registration mechanism or other means of coordination (also referred as to private commons). While LSA has come from the industry and initially focused on getting additional spectrum to mobile operators, light licensing has been proposed by the European Commission. Finally and notably, pluralistic licensing [8] proposes a flexible licensing mechanism, which allows the spectrum holder to adapt its interference tolerance in exchange for a monetary compensation based on well-known and predictable interference results. This regime considers explicitly the interference in the license price. In fact, pluralistic licensing requires the primary operator to agree the interference parameters and rules at the point of obtaining the license. Such a license incentivizes the operator to accept secondary users through a reduced license fee or additional revenue mechanism, whereby the secondary spectrum access will be based in cognitive radio system (CRS) mechanisms to avoid causing interference to the primary or to otherwise keep interference within known parameters.

The current literature lacks understanding in determining the spectrum value from a user perspective, which includes the interference measured by the state-of-the-art technology and the user valuation. An attempt to valuate according to the experienced quality of service (QoS) can be found in [9], which analyses theoretical quality-price contracts between primary and multiple secondary users. Another theoretical
approach [10] explores different operator pricing strategies for spectrum trading. Finally, [11] studies the conditions of profitability for trading spectrum through private commons regime. This paper explores the concept of pluralistic licensing as a means to measure and evaluate the interference when trading spectrum. Previous related work has been theoretical. With the purpose of understanding the real implications of such a regime, this study carries out realistic simulations together with a sensitivity analysis that provide useful guidelines on pricing decisions.

In concrete, this paper aims to define a contract structure for a flexible spectrum licensing scheme in which a spectrum database authorizes the secondary access, taking into consideration the interference and the user valuation.

II. A MODEL FOR VALUATING INTERFERENCE

This section develops a model which simulates the interference experienced by primary and secondary users, to understand the incentives and conditions for spectrum trading.

To date, interference measurement has been extremely challenging, although it is improving along with the development of Cognitive Radio Systems (CRS) and Software Defined Radio (SDR) technologies. Although several sensing techniques have been developed [12], its current state-of-the-art presents important challenges, such as the sensing time and delay, cooperation and energy efficiency, tracking mobile users and channel impairment [13]. Nevertheless, secondary spectrum access can be presently based on an authoritative register (here referred as to spectrum database), from which users request permission for accessing the spectrum. This database has predefined rules based on not real-time interference measurement. For instance, an example of such rules and requirements for a spectrum database can be found in [14] and [15]. Such a spectrum database holds the statistical information on interference, which will improve in accuracy with SDR technologies [16].

This study models a spectrum sharing scheme based on primary-secondary coexistence, in which the primary and secondary services have different requirements. The analysis herein is intended to be a reflection of [8] as a method of facilitating and compensating in for flexibility in spectrum use permitted by the primary spectrum owner, although may be more generally extrapolated to other schemes. Moreover, the technical characteristics and geographical location of the primary user are known by the spectrum database. The secondary device will request permission from the spectrum database, which allows the secondary user to transmit if his/her location is within a predefined area (here referred as to coverage area) and if he/she moves within a predefined radius (here referred as to leasing distance). Thus, while primary users are always allowed to transmit within their coverage area, secondary users can transmit only if their access request is accepted and with limited mobility. A secondary user can be additionally equipped with more advanced sensing capabilities or any other mean to achieve primary awareness to guarantee coexistence without producing harmful interference. This work assumes that the secondary awareness will be based on the authorization given by the spectrum database, without involving real-time awareness, which will further improve the performance of the system.

The main challenge for assuring coexistence is the interference measurements. Once this is solved correctly, the monetary compensation could be transferred by a centralized entity or directly from the secondary users.

This section develops a simulation model to understand the interference behavior for primary and secondary users coexisting in the 700 MHz band. This model represents an urban area, in which the primary system consists of a 7-cell cluster of LTE type cellular network, modeled as a 5-cell at the edge of coverage. The secondary system is modelled as a set of peer-to-peer (P2P) terminals, which do not require base stations and have a different coverage area than the primaries (Figure 1, left).

The simulation is performed by employing agent based modeling (ABM). ABM is especially suitable for modeling the behavior of agents (such as end users) to observe the collective effect of their interaction [17]. This study analyzes the overall impact of primary and secondary systems to every single user.

The model focuses on the behavior of the users located near the base station of the center, because they are surrounded by the rest of the base stations and thus represent better the reality. Primary base stations are indicated in the diagram with larger arrows and end users with smaller arrows. The secondary users can transmit in the same frequency band in a limited area located outside the 5-cell cluster, as indicated in the Figure 1(left).

![Figure 1: (Left) simulation setup diagram. (Middle and right) graphical representation of the primary (middle) and secondary (right) transmissions (signal in yellow and interference in red).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Assumptions of the model and simulation setup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parameter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary BS spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary leasing distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation between coverage areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS transmission centre frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary BS transmission power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary terminals transmission power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary terminals transmission power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path loss model from Base Station to terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path loss model from terminal to terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(in 8 MHz channel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadowing standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS effective height, primary case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary terminal and secondary terminal effective height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile node effective height</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 describes the simulation assumptions for the technical and location-related parameters. The database holds information on the interference the primary is able to receive, which depends on the transmission power of the primary base station. The permission is granted to the secondary if the additional interference is within predefined limits. In practice, interference figures are described as distributions, which might vary over time.

At each simulation cycle, all users move randomly (following a random walk algorithm). After the primary system attends the user demands, secondary users request access from the spectrum database. Permission to transmit and receive is given to the secondary with a mobility restriction (leasing distance), after which the secondary user should request again for accessing the spectrum. All users require a minimum amount of signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) to be considered as active users. Otherwise, they are out of range.

In specific, the model analyzes the interference behavior of the downlink, which is being utilized by the primary and the secondary users (based on frequency division duplex, FDD). Figure 1 (middle, right) describes the signal and the interference with different colors (yellow and red, respectively). To assess the overall externality caused by interference, the model quantifies the received signal and interference received at each end user terminal by employing a suitable path loss formula. The COST 231 Hata propagation model for urban areas [18] is adopted for determining the signal and interference transmitted from primary base station. The propagation model of ITU Recommendation P.1411 [19] is adopted for determining the terminal to terminal communication, using a 99% of error rate probability. This model supposes a high level coordination between secondary end user terminals, in such a way that they avoid interfering to each other. In addition, the terminals have certain level of orthogonality, which is approximated by a factor of 10%.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents the simulation results, which will be utilized by the next section to analyze the incentives for sharing spectrum.

These simulations consist of a sensitivity analysis of the main parameters affecting the experienced interference: primary base station transmission power and secondary leasing distance, to analyze the performance of the spectrum usage in terms of total amount of users in range and the received QoS, in terms of SINR.

In concrete, simulations gradually adjust the transmission power of the primary base station from 40 dBm to 53dBm (from 10 to 200 W) to analyze the impact on SINR and number of active users. Additionally, they adjust the leasing distance by +100m and +200m (from the default value of 100m).

Simulation results are summarized in Figure 2. Figure 2 (a) depicts the cumulative distribution functions of the experienced SINR of the primary users for different primary base stations transmission power values. The total number of users does not vary with the transmission power; however, it increases by rising the leasing distance (Figure 2 (b)) at the primary expenses. The experienced SINR by the primary user suffers a small drop in its average value (Figure 2 (c)) and a larger rise in standard deviation (Figure 2 (d)), which can be understood as a higher interference uncertainty. This behavior evidences a trade-off between the secondary mobility and the

![Figure 2](image-url)
primary QoS. However, this situation may change with the improvement of secondary sensing capabilities.

IV. INCENTIVES FOR SHARING

This section evaluates the incentives for sharing spectrum in a flexible licensing regime, by employing the sensitivity analysis of the previous section.

Under a primary-secondary scheme, the primary system decides on the level of interference it wants to generate by adjusting its transmission power and thus deciding on the level of SINR experienced by the primary and secondary users.

From a user perspective, primary and secondary services are presumably different in nature and consequently they should require different QoS. To address this issue, this work employs a general classification of services which consider the criticality of real-time to evaluate the experienced quality (SINR). The utility functions are defined as follows [20]:

\[ u_{\text{not real-time}} = 1 - e^{-400\times\text{SINR} / (\text{SINR}_{\text{max}})} = 1 - e^{-400\times\text{SINR} / 30} \]  

(1)

\[ u_{\text{real-time}} = 1 - e^{-k_1 + \text{SINR}^3 / (k_2 + \text{SINR})} = 1 - e^{1.5\times\text{SINR}^3 / 100 + \text{SINR}} \]  

(2)

\[ u_{\text{strict real-time}} = 1, \text{ when } \text{SINR} \geq \text{SINR}_{\text{threshold}} \]  

(3)

SINR<sub>max</sub> is assumed to be 30 dB, based on the simulation results (maximum achieved value at Figure 2 (a)). For the strict real-time case, the threshold value for SINR (\text{SINR}_{\text{threshold}}) is 10 dB (which approximately corresponds to a throughput of 35 Mbps based on [21]). The constants \( k_0 \), \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) define the shape of the utility function curves. Herein, these constants are set as 6, 0.5 and 100 respectively and the resulting graphical representation is shown in Figure 3.

The interference level, which attains an optimal spectrum usage, should consider the user utility functions. Thus, the total operator profits include herein both types of users. Moreover, if a license fee reduction is applied to the primary, it should be proportional to the secondary revenues.

The profits of the primary operator can be expressed as:

\[ P^p = R^p + R^s - C^h \]  

(4)

where \( P^p \): total profits; \( R^p \): revenue from primary users; \( R^s \): revenue from secondary user, and \( C^h \): costs of sharing.

Additionally, the price \( p \) of the service is proportional to the utility function, and then the profit equation is formulated as follows:

\[ P = p_{\text{max}} \times \sum_{i=0}^{N} u(\text{SINR}_i) + p_{\text{max}} \times \sum_{i=0}^{M} u(\text{SINR}_i) - C^h \]  

(5)

where: \( N \): number of primary users, \( M \): number of secondary users, \( p_{\text{max}} \): price that user is willing to pay for \( u(\text{SINR}) = 1 \).

Note that this model assumes, for simplicity, that all primary users possess the same utility function, while this being different to the secondary utility function.

The sharing costs are approximated by the additional energy costs the primary operator incurs when adjusting its

![Figure 3: user utility functions for accessing spectrum for different types of usage: not real-time, real-time and strict real-time](image)

![Figure 4: Sensitivity analysis for profit (in USD) against primary base station transmission power ((a), (b) and (c)) and leasing distance (d).](image)
transmission power to meet the required QoS. These energy costs are obtained by applying the following formula [22]:

\[ P_{\text{in}} = N_{\text{tx}} \cdot (P_0 + \Delta P_{\text{out}}) r^2, \quad 0 < P_{\text{out}} \leq P_{\text{max}}, \]  

(6)

where \( N_{\text{tx}} = 6, P_0 = 130 \, \text{W}, \Delta P = 3 \).

By replacing the previous utility function (1), (2) and (3), and costs (6) equations into the profit equation (5); we can derive the final expression for total spectrum holder profits. In general, the profit optimization is achieved by setting the equation’s derivative to zero \( (\delta P/\delta \text{SINR}) = 0 \). Nevertheless, this paper focuses on analyzing the resulting profits for different scenarios rather than on formulating a final expression. Thus, Figure 4 illustrates the profit analysis for different utility functions. Total profits are represented by a red line; primary, secondary profits \( (R^p, R^s) \) and cost of sharing \( (C^{sh}) \) are represented by green, blue and violet lines respectively. These results indicate that the optimal transmission power varies depending on the utility function of the users. Results are calculated in USD, assuming a 20 USD monthly ARPU for a customer reaching \( u(\text{SINR}) = 1 \).

When primary and secondary users present the same utility function, the optimal transmission power approaches an equilibrium value, which provides every user the same SINR level \( (47 \, \text{dBm in Figure 4 (c)}) \). Nonetheless, this value may slightly change with a variation in the amount of primary and secondary users. If the primary user requires a real-time service and the secondary user a not-real-time service, the optimal transmission power would be higher than 47dBm \( (50 \, \text{dBm in Figure 4 (a)}) \). Consequently, if the secondary user requires a real-time service and the primary user requires a not real-time service, the optimal transmission power would be lower than 47dBm \( (43 \, \text{dBm in Figure 4, B}) \). Finally, Figure 4 (d) depicts the profits resulting from the sensitivity analysis of leasing distance, assuming for this case a strict real-time requirement for primary users (being SINR_{threshold} 10dB as stated before) and a not real-time requirement for secondary users. This result evidences that profits rise along with the leasing distance, since revenues coming from secondary users exceed the losses coming from primary users.

V. PRICING INTERFERENCE

The previous section shows that the spectrum holder can maximize its profits by adapting its transmission power. These calculations assume that the operator knows the user spectrum valuations \( \text{(i.e. both type of users are customers). However, this may not be the case, for instance, if the secondary user belongs to another operator and the spectrum holder ignores his/her utility functions.} \)

Therefore, a secondary access pricing, which considers the caused interference as negative externality, helps revealing the secondary valuation. In the literature, congestion pricing is employed to assess different negative externalities such as pollution or traffic, e.g. to price the access of cars to highways. In congestion pricing, the price is increased in peak hours to achieve a socially optimal level of traffic.

In theory, the price due to externality should represent a marginal decrease in the individual utility due to congestion for an incremental increase in usage \( [23]. The average cost of each user in the system varies with the number of total users. If one additional user enters to the system \( \text{(i.e. start transmitting)}, \), he/she generates a cost increment to the other users due to interference (marginal cost). The difference between average and marginal costs corresponds to an externality price. Due to negative externality, the optimal point of supply decreases, while the optimal price increases as compared with a scenario without negative externality.

In this case, an increment in the usage of one side (e.g. secondary) will result in additional costs on the other side \( \text{(e.g. primary). Based on the results depicted in Figure 4 (d) the loss in value for primary users is calculated for an increase in the number of secondary users. These costs correspond to an externality price \( (P_e) \), which are shown in Figure 5 as an increase \( \% \) from unit price. This graph reveals that the externality price increases exponentially with the number of users. In fact, \( P_e \) is relatively low until a certain number of users (approx. 26). From this point, the interference price increases reaching an increase of 90\% from the unit price. Note that these results assume that the same unit price for primary and secondary users and a fixed base station transmission power. The results suggest that the spectrum holder will accept secondary users only if they are willing to pay an extra charge due to the interference caused to the primary users. Otherwise, the spectrum holder will prefer to accept additional primary users, which in this example do not interfere to each other or to increase its transmission power to compensate the caused interference to primaries.

![Figure 5: externality prices for secondary access](image-url)

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper assesses the benefits of flexibility provided by the primary spectrum owner in return for compensation. The simulated scenarios show that the optimal level of interference is usually positive \( \text{(not zero); therefore, spectrum trading should involve a trade-off decision regarding the amount of interference a spectrum holder is able to receive and generate. In this context, a spectrum transaction should effectively consider the measuring and pricing of the interference.} \)

A flexible spectrum regime should provide the primary operator an economic incentive, which exceeds the value loss due to the interference received by primary users. An optimal
contract structure should in this case reflect both the primary and secondary user utility functions. In the analyzed scenario, the primary spectrum holder makes the decision on the optimal level of interference, and therefore revenues coming from secondary users should be transferred as additional profits to the primary operator. Additionally, if the spectrum valuation of the secondary is unknown, the price of the secondary access should include an externality charge, which equals the marginal costs due to the externality caused to the primary.

In general, given a spectrum size, an increase in the demand will result in additional gains in a scheme, which allows voluntary transactions with respect to a scheme, which allows no or minimize the interference. In the simulated scenario, an increase in the interference coming from the secondary users, (due to increase in the leasing distance or in the number of users) should result in additional profits for the spectrum holder, even though it generates a drop in the primary SINR.

This study suggests that contract structure should consider to the user utility function. In an extreme case, this function can change from one user to another, depending on the service and the market conditions. In practice, the spectrum holder may be able to estimate the utility function of its own customers only. Congestion pricing applied to the secondary access is in this case a useful mean to reveal the spectrum valuation of the secondary users. This profit analysis indicates that a spectrum retail market, which reveals the secondary valuations, is the most beneficial. Moreover, fee compensation by administrative means has the disadvantage of being far more static for revealing the value of the spectrum. Alternatively, a revenue sharing mechanism such as the already existing between mobile network operators and mobile virtual network operators may be a good first step towards a better utilization of the spectrum. Although this paper has analyzed a concrete primary-secondary scenario based on a LTE primary system and P2P secondary communication secondary system coexistence in the 700MHz frequency band, the results are not only specific to this concrete scenario. Indeed, they highlight in general terms the importance of interference management to achieve an optimal social benefit in mobile communications.
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